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1. Research Activities & Related Images
The Environment of My Youth (and source of my home culture.)
I began my life as a ceramist long before I formed a single object.
Ceramics are part of the everyday life and aesthetics of living and eating in Japan, my birthplace.
Even poor homes, like ours are full of small, functional pieces of ceramic arts. In our kitchen were a
variety of small saucers, condiment bowls, rice bowls, individual plates in every size shape and color.
The objects were chosen for the food they would hold.

At the entrance to our home was our Ikebana display…a flower, grass and twig array set into a
ceramic tray. My mpther taught Ikebana and Japanese Tea Ceremony.

In the living room were displayed two simple black Raku tea bowls on either side of an unused small
vase.
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Beginnings of a Ceramist
I rarely thought about the ceramics in my house, and when I came to the U.S., my first
studies were in mechanical engineering. In fact, I started an Associates of Science in
Engineering at Edison State Community College while working as a Japanese teacher
and ESL Welcome Center employee. Due to my work, I was not able to take a required
calculus class, and began taking ceramics as an after-thought. I found myself at home
with ceramics, and received my AA in art before I received my AS in Engineering.
I transferred to Ohio Northern University as a Dean’s Scholar, where I spent two
additional years seeking my voice in clay. I explored various functional styles, fired in
electric, gas, soda, salt and wood.

Early Undergraduate Works & Influences

Then during a department field trip to the Toledo Museum of Art, I discovered the
works of Smithsonian inductee, Richard Notkin. I had never heard of him, and began
researching his works, beginning with his Yixing teapots with mushroom clouds as lid
handles. I found his works in tile as well, and was intrigued with how he used a
combination of shadow and firing techniques to create his “All Nations Have Their
Moment of Foolishness” large-scale installation of an image of President George HW
Bush, (which was originally entitled “Instrument of Mass Destruction.”
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Influences On My Research
My first residency was with Richard Notkin. There I studied pressure molds, and learned
that art had more purposes than just making objects for personal satisfaction. I learned
that art can, and should have a message, a call to action or be a source of enlightenment
for its viewers. This gave birth to self-reflection and the path that would become my
current line of research and art work.
My work, like my teaching interests, often bridges media, styles and cultures. In my BFA
capstone, I combined ukiyo-e color themes with carved bas relief tiles, into a mosaic of
296 tiles of varying sizes to highlight the similarities and contrast the differences
between the environment of my birthplace, Japan and my adopted home, the United
States.
I saw how the works of Frenchman Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec were influenced by the
wood block works of Japanese artist Tōshūsai Sharaku. Content, balance, color
schemes, etc. seemed to influence the almost cartoonish nature of both Paul Cezanne
and Lautrec…and then later, the earlier works of Pablo Picasso,

Tōshūsai Sharaku.

Toulouse-Lautrec

Paul Cezanne

Pablo Picasso

Pablo Picasso

I noted that Picasso took a seven-year break (1948-1955) from his traditional paintings
to do ceramics in Vallauris, France. I heard how his pottery skills never caught up with
his other artistic skills, and he mostly “painted” on the works of student produced
pottery. But the bridging of styles and genre was clearly evident. Even Picasso’s ceramic
works while in Vallauris influenced his drawings, as seen below in his War and Peace
series, which he did while there.

Pablo Picasso
self-thrown
plate

Pablo Picasso
student-thrown
plate

Pablo Picasso
self-thrown
plate

Pablo Picasso
War & Peace
Series

Pablo Picasso
War & Peace
Series

I was admitted to my second Artist in Residency at Vallauris, and I explored first-hand
how cultures and styles virtually jump across the continents.
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The results of my early research, and my desire to express my role as bridge between
cultures was my capstone project, pictured below.

“East-West” BFA Capstone Project

The capstone project, entitled
“East/West” six images in
bas relief, colored with
under-glazing to recreate
color schemes and hues often
present
inukiyo-e.
(See
Utagawa Hiroshige’s work of
1856 to the left.)
To the right a close-up of the
section of East/West, entitled
“Koi” from my above piece.
The sand garden in the
foreground is combination or
natural artificial (stoneware)
bamboo.
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Other Research – Clay, Wood and Kilns
I informally studied the history of clay cultures, particularly those of my Asian roots: China,
Korea and Japan, but also other major historic ceramics centers of Harappa, the Mediterranean
(Greek, Turkish, Italian, French), and the Americas: Mississippian, and Pueblo.
My formal research began, as mentioned above, on the cultural transitions between Japan,
France and the United States, with the Ukiyo-e style of Japan’s influence on various other
media in Europe and the U.S.
Most of my research was about what others had done or were doing, so I began to focus on my
new awareness of what was driving me in the production of my work, and what satisfied me.
First, I knew that I enjoyed producing works in more than one style, and would probably never
have just one voice. I feel at peace with functional, wood fired works, and at the same time, I
like the challenge of using other materials and firing methods in producing sculptural works. I
like the personal effort required of wood firing, as it seems to put me in direct contact with all
the steps of producing my work.
I took my third and four residencies at the Shigaraki Ceramic Culutral Park in Japan, where I
researched varying aspects of wood firing, from the clay body, the wood used to fire, glazes (if
used) , the design of the kiln and the firing process itself. Although I fired in a number of
different kilns at Shigaraki, I fell in love with the Ittekoi. I received the plan to build the first
one of its type outside of Japan. Compare the three kilns below:

Original Ittekoi, Shigaraki, Japan

1st Version of the Ittekoi at OU.

4th Version of the Ittekoi at CSI.
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I was impressed by how cleanly the Ittekoi fired, as it was able to do both ash and glazed
firings without any saggars or second chambers to protect the lighter colored glazes
from direct ash deposits.

Bell Jar #6

Bell Jar #7
7.

The works that came from each of the kilns were similar, but had their own unique
flavors. After more than 25 firing between the two kilns the differences were clearly
identified as a result of the clays and wood used to fire.

From the Japan Ittekoi

Bell Jar #8

From the Ittekoi at U. of OK

Bell Jar #16
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Firing Results – Three Different Kilns
Using my annual pilgrimage to St. Petersburg, FL and access to the Anagama at the
Morean Clay Center, I tried firing the same materials that I used in the U.S. Ittekoi, and
fired in a 5 day fired Anagama to see how the results compared . Below are the
comparisons.
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1.

4.

3.
5.

7.
6.

1. and 2. are from an 18 hour firing in the U.S. Ittekoi
3. and 4. are from a 36 hour firing in the same U.S. Ittekoi
5. and 6. are from a 5 day firing in the Morean Clay Center’s Anagama
7. is the results of a 3 day firing in a different Anagama
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MFA Exhibit
“The Night Before – Battles of a First Generation Artist Radicant.”
Armed with information from dozens of personal firings and participating in other firings
regarding wood types and differing ashes, clay bodies, firing styles and techniques, I
began have been able to predict (to a certain extent) the results across the variable. I
began putting the knowledge and experience to work with creating my MFA graduate
Thesis work.
The MFA exhibit was entitled “The Night Before – Battles of a First Generation Artist
Radicant.” It utilized various firing types (wood, gas, electric), various structures (wheel,
hand, tile, sculpted, bas relief, etc.) and various media (clay, plaster, fiber, etc.) to express
the idea that art is changed by the cultural contexts of both artists and audience. The
exhibit consisted of dozens of pieces, each representing specific messages..
The first group of pieces, chronologically, was a set of female samurai called “Onna
Bushi.” These were small test pieces, measuring about 22” in height. They were made
from clay, then cast molded into plaster figures. The intention was to enlarge the model
into a life-sized piece, but several construction accidents destroyed the Ittekoi Kiln twice,
and “adjustments had to be made.” (See “Chimera” later, for details.)

“Onna Bushi

The Onna Bushi, or female samurai, not only represent the many
woman who protect children and families, but also those women who
go beyond their gender, to an existence where humanity is their strong
point, and this humanity makes them strong as well. They are loyal,
brave and often the unsung heroes. Just like in ancient days, when
people had to do what was necessary to survive, these Onna Bushi also
represent the super-heroes of today.
Winner Norman Arts Council, Art Excellence Award, 103 Annual OU Juried Art Show
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“The Villagers”
Part of “The Night Before” Exhibit

Soldiers Repurposed (Three Vases) - Represent Spirits of Past Warriors (2nd Place Seven States Biennial)
The Tea Bowls – Represent Young Children of the Village.
The Bell Jars – Represent Temple Bells Signaling the Communion of Community
The Last Tea (Next Page)– Represent a Radicant adaptation of Christian and Buddhist cultures, (Last
Supper symbol of the final meal before death and the Tea Ceremony which symbolizes life and health.
Bricks – Actual bricks from the destroyed Ittekoi kiln, representing the foundational technologies
required to make and maintain a Village.
The Wooden Shelves - These represent the fuel and energy needed for the Village to eat and thrive.
(Most characters in “The Night Before,” were created through 15 wood firing firings. The very first
firings and the last firing were done by Cedar, Oak and Cyprus mainly supplied by the Gooch Sawmills of
Guthrie, OK. It is fitting that the Villagers pay tribute to Gooch for making their very existence possible.
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“Teapot Set” from The Night Before”

Tea Pot. Represents the vessel that delivers life, daily nutrients, which are not always just food and
drink. Green tea represents life itself.
The Lone Tea Cup. This cup is made of a blend of Eastern Gray Ohio Clay and Oklahoma Red (from
under the main art complex at the University of Oklahoma. It represents the influences of my
studies…over 25 years in Ohio and 3 years in Oklahoma…as well as the concept of “blending” as part of
the transfer of radicant arts.
The Table. This is cured (and very hard) White Oak from Bethel, Ohio, 25 miles east of Cincinnati. It
represents the firmness of the community’s cultural ties, and those worth sharing with others. This
piece of oak is estimated at over 200 years of age, and like culture it takes time to grow and refine.
This pieces was hand finished, using only linseed oil, so as to leave its natural colors.

The Mat. This bamboo mat represents the actual characteristics of bamboo: strength through
flexibility. Flexibility to adapt is a basic quality of a radicant artist.
The Bricks. (See above). Used here to unify the exhibit.
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“Outside-In Bell Jar – Looks Can Be Deceiving”
(from The Night Before)

Outside-In Bell Jar - Appearances Can Be Deceiving.
This single bell jar, different from all the others, sat alone on a short pedestal, asking viewers to look
down, in hopes of it being noticed, and once opened by viewers, making it easier to see the inside. It
was neither lofty or majestic. On the outside, it is plain and simple, maybe even comely. It has the
same shape and structure as the other bell jars in the exhibit, but it doesn’t have the impact. It doesn’t
appear to be especially strong…or even special at all. But looks can be deceiving.
This bell jar has the rivets on the inside, out of view. This piece has inner strength, and was not there to
impress anyone. One must look inside, try to get to know this bell jar, and if one merely walks away
without lifting the lid, the viewer will miss the most important message of the exhibit. This bell jar
contrasts the simple and the ornate…the strong and the weak…effort and fortune, and was in the
center of the group. It whispers the quiet message to the village “you without me wouldn’t be, and I
without you, would not become, for I made you…and you made me.” Together we are strong.
This bell jar is my persona, the radicant artist, both simple and complex.
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MFA Exhibit – Main Characters
The exhibit’s three main characters follow on the next three pages. These three
represent Naotora Ii (井伊 直虎), Eleonora di Toledo (Eleanora of Toledo) and a faceless
composite character who is a chimera of Misty Copeland and myself.

Homage to Naotora Ii*
Life-sized Armor of Female Daimyo

* Naotora Ii was a 16th century feudal lord, one of few women to hold that title. All
ceramic portions of this armor were fired in the Ittekoi at the University of Oklahoma.
All fabric portions were fashioned by the artist.
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Homage to Eleonora di Toledo*
Spanish Mother of the Italian Aristocrat Medici Family

* Eleonora de Toledo was
a Spanish noblewoman
who immigrate to Italy,
married Cosimo de Medici
to become known as the
Duchess of Florence. She
bore 10 children and
raised them as Italian,
despite retaining her
Spanish heritage. Note
the Symbol of the
Pomegranate in gold inlay
in the bodice. This was
the symbol
of
her
birthplace.

H: 64” D: 62”

(Mixed media)

About 900 handmade /hand sculpted tiles
Gas & electric Fired at Cone 10 Stoneware;
hand sewn silk/nylon blend material; attached with nylon chord.
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Chimera*
Prima Ballerina Misty Copeland & the Artist

* This was intended to be TWO life-sized
figures, but construction of a new kiln yard
destroyed the kiln in which the other halves
were being fired. The artist is an admirer of
Misty Copeland, one of the first African
American Prima Ballerina; after studying or
teaching classical ballet for nearly 50 years,
this became the artist’s way of maintaining
her identity as a dancer.

H: 62” W: 26” D: 28”

(Mixed media)

Wood-fired Cone 10 Stoneware; woven into
hand sewn silk/nylon blend material.
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2. Additional Images of Artwork
“The Urn”

Winner of Best in Show and Best in Ceramics ONU; People’s Choice, Fairborn Art
Association; Best in Show, Sevier County Commissioners (UT) Art Show
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“Conflict Resolved”

Now in the Richard Notkin Collection.
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“Persimmon”

Now in the Belle Axton Collection.
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“Crystal Teapot”
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“Bell Jars #’s 9-11”
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“Bell Jar #12”

Now in the Joanna Underwood Collection.
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“Bell Jar #22”
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“Bell Jars #’s 19-25”

Exhibited as “The Seven Samurai”
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“Teapot Set”
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“Bell Jar #34”

Wood-fired Bell Jar, Stoneware, Cone 10, from the Ittekoi at CSI
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